Traffic And Parking By-law Excerpts

A truck route is a public transit service travelling on an established travel route, an arterial or a school vehicle route.

Heavy vehicles are obliged to travel on truck routes until such time the operator renders the heavy vehicle capable of meeting the performance requirements of a truck route. If the performance requirements are not met, a heavy vehicle will be required to travel on a truck route. If a heavy vehicle is required to be on a truck route, it is operated through the city of Ottawa. Such deviations from truck routes are subject to the conditions of the truck route in the periphery referred to above.

Traffic routes are shown in red and blue. Red truck routes can carry full loads all year. Blue truck routes are restricted to five (5) tonnes or 11,000 lbs. per axle weight restriction during the spring thaw period.

Truck routes on the map are shown in red. Non truck routes are also subject to the five (5) tonnes or 11,000 lbs. per axle during the spring thaw period.

Traffic Services / Service de la circulation
INQUIRIES/SPECIAL VEHICLE PERMITS CONTACT
RENSEIGNEMENTS/PERMIS DE VÉHICULES SPÉCIAUX COMPOSER

Legend / Légende
- Full Loads / Charges maximales
- Restricted Loads / Charges limitées
- Provincial Highways / Routes provinciales
- City Limits / Limites de ville
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Rural Truck Routes
Parcours pour camions - Secteur rural
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